Enjoying LAFS#5 in a Corona-proof
way at wpZimmer
We were happy to open up our doors again for our residents a while ago, and
today we gladly announce that we get to welcome our audience too! Of course,
considering the current situation, we’ll be doing this 100% Corona-proof. This
way we want to ensure the safety of our audience, our artists and our staff
members.
Let’s go through some guidelines that will help us all to enjoy art performances
in a responsible manner.

To ensure that we can all keep a safe distance of one meter – there
will be a maximum capacity of 44 audience members and one seat
will be kept empty between every audience member.
Are you joining a performance in group? Make sure you’re only
accompanied by people who are part of your safe bubble and keep a
safe distant between other visitors at all times. We trust that group
tickets will only be reserved for people who make up one safe
bubble, this way we can ensure the safety of all of our visitors.
When visiting a performance, you’ll be asked to leave some contact
information. This is a required procedure that allows contact tracing
by the government. Evidently, your contact information will be
deleted after 30 days.
In order to get everyone and their bubble to their seats swiftly and
safely, we would like to ask you to be present 30 minutes prior to
the performance.
Make sure you bring your mask along! We make sure to have hand
sanitizer on every location and we air out every location to our best
possibility - before and after every performance.

Are you feeling unwell or have you showed symptoms 7 days prior
to the performance you want to attend? It’s better to not take any
risks and just stay home. The same applies to people who belong to
a risk group.
In order to ensure that everyone keeps a safe distance and gets to
their seats safely - we have created special routes.

If we all put in effort to follow the guidelines, we get to get together in a
conscious way to still enjoy the wonderful art performances during The Love At
First Sight Festival here at wpZimmer.
See you soon!

